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File preview

ONLY

£19



.99



SAVE

£60



MRP

£79.99



Spiralizer

Express



*Quick &amp; easy electric

spiralizer - create spirals

in seconds!

*For healthy meals



LIMITED STOCK!

MOR0500/951294



RKW0240

/952527



RKW0194

/951179



ONLY

£49.99



ONLY

£49.99



HOT ASH

VACUUM CLEANER



*1.2kw *Carry handle *3m cord



LED Flame

Electric Stove



*1kw &amp; 2kw heat settings

*Realistic log flame effect

*Black cast iron finish

*2 year guarantee



WIN £500 Thomson Travel Gift Card...



SAVE

£20

MRP £64.99



ONLY

£44.99



ONLY

£19.99

BSA0010

/951196



MOR0190

/951221



RKW0020

/951250



ONLY £44.99



Coffee Percolator

*1.8 litre capacity *Keep-hot feature

*Automatic shut off *Overheat protection

*360º base *On / off indicator *1100w



Hand Blender

*Ideal for soups, purees &amp; shakes

*300w power *Includes mixing beaker



SAVE

£30



RKW0850

/950127



SAVE

45%



OVER



RKW0531

/950716



MRP £79.99



MRP £49.99



ONLY £49.99



ONLY £25.99



Soup Maker

*Simply select the smooth or chunky soup setting

to make your favourite soups *1.6 litre capacity

LIMITED

STOCK!



5 Litre Electric Pressure Cooker

*Multi function: Pressure Cooker; Steamer;

Rice Cooker; Saute; Stew *900w power

*0-90min mechanical timer *24hr keep warm function



1/2



PRICE

MRP £59



PIF0100

/951276



SAVE

45%



MRP £129.99



Pro Fryer

*3 litre oil capacity *Up to 1 kg food capacity

*Variable temperature control *Cool touch handle

*Safety cut out &amp; overheat protection



SAVE

£60



Air Fryer

*Uses less energy than conventional fryers

*Up to 80% less fat with same great taste

*3.2 litre - serves five *2300w power



SAVE

£55



MRP £99.99



ONLY £39.99



MRP £79.99



ONLY £24.99



RKW0015

/950106



Airwave Low Fat Fryer

*Uses less energy &amp; cooks 3 times faster

*17 litre capacity with 5 litre extender ring

*Triple cooking power: halogen; convection;

infrared *Cooks from frozen *3 year guarantee
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RKW0013

/950649



ONLY £59.99



ONLY £32.99



Deep Fryer Maxi

*2.5 litre capacity *1800w power

*Large observation window to view food

*Cool touch walls *2 year guarantee



SAVE

£70



RKW0014

/950616



MRP £59.99



.99



ONLY £29.99



Electric Frypan

*Oil-free for low fat healthy cooking

*Adjustable thermostat *Size: 30 x 30cm

*Non-stick *1 year guarantee



Buffet Server &amp; Plate Warmer

*Great for dinner parties &amp; entertaining, this electric

buffet server makes it easy to keep your food warm

until you’re ready to serve

*3 x 1.2 litre trays with lids *Dishwasher safe

*Non-stick interiors *Cool-touch handles

*Adjustable temperature control

*54.5 x 27cm heated surface



Price Promise - We Won’t Be Beaten On Price!



RKW0018

/950652



SAVE

35%



MRP £24.99



MRP £24.99



ONLY £14.99



1/2



SAVE

40%



PRICE

MRP £59.99



OVER



SAVE

40%



RKW1640/951301



OVER



Available

In Black or

White



MRP £45



ONLY £29.99



ONLY £15.99



ONLY £24.99



RKW0661

/951031RKW0664

/951036



RKW1645

/951302



RKW1600

/950686



SAVE

45%



ONLY

£24.99



Polished Jug Kettle

*1.7 litre *3000w power *Cup indicators

*Blue illuminated view window

*One touch lid release *3 year guarantee



RKW1606

/951195



MOR0050

/951242



2 Slice Toaster

*Extra wide &amp; deep slots *Bagel function

*High-lift function *6 browning settings

*Cancel function *3 year guarantee



ONLY

£29.99



MOR0095

/951188



MRP £39.99



MRP £32.99



ONLY £21.99



ONLY

£29.99



BSA0050

/951210;

BSA0055

/951211



ONLY £25.99



2 Slice Stainless Steel Toaster

*Defrost, reheat &amp; cancel buttons

*Variable browning control



Available

In Black or

White



ONLY

£32.99



Jug Kettle

*1.7 litre *3000w power

*Rapid boil element



BSA0070

/951215;

BSA0075

/951235



RKW0119

/950653



Accents 2 Slice Toaster

*Illuminated control buttons

*High lift, reheat &amp; frozen functions



ONLY

£26.99



RKW0137

/950627



SAVE

40%



OVER



Black Jug Kettle

*Twin water level indicators *2200w

*1.5 litre *Flip open lid button



SAVE

20%



OVER



ESSENTIALS

2 Slice Toaster

*Variable browning control

*Available in black or white

*3 year Tower guarantee



ESSENTIALS

Jug Kettle

*1.7 litre *2200w power

*Available in black or white

*3 year Tower guarantee



MRP £39.99



ONLY £22.99



Jug Kettle

*1.7 litre *2500w power

*Lighted on/off switch

*Limescale filter in spout

*Available in black or white



SAVE

48%



2 Slice toaster

*Automatic bread centering

*Integrated bun warmer

*High lift function

*Available in black or white



LIMITED

STOCK!



Illuminated Glass Kettle

*Blue LED indicator light

*1.7 litre *2200w power



4 Slice Long Slot Toaster

*Ideal for toasting different sizes of bread

*Reheat &amp; defrost function *High lift

*Extra long slot *1 year guarantee



RKW0605

/951204



SAVE

30%



MRP £24.99



OVER



ONLY £12.99



WAS £29.99



NOW £19.99



3 In 1 Egg Cooker

*Multi-function: boils poaches &amp; makes omelettes

*Automatic power turn off when water boils

*Poaching /omelette tray included *3 year guarantee



Chrome Slow Cooker

*3.5 litre *Dishwasher safe crockpot

*3 settings: low, medium &amp; high

*2 year guarantee



Visit our store or click &amp; collect at homehardwaredirect•



MOR0168

/951390
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SAVE

20%



1/2



RKW0328

/950084



ONLY

£49.99



PRICE

WAS £59



MRP £24.99



BSA0100/951225



.99



ONLY £19.99



NOW £29.99



TEF0242

/740020



LIMITED



Access Steam Iron

*Ceramic soleplate *2100w power

*100g/min steam shot for easy wrinkle removal

*25g/min continuous steam with XL tank

*Vertical steam *Anti drip &amp; anti calc



Steam Generator

*850ml water tank *Vertical steam *3.5 bar

*2300w power *1.6m cord *2 year guarantee



PAL0001

/991597



HEATED!



1/2



PRICE

MRP £99.99



STOCK!

Steam Iron

*3050w power *3m cable

*CeraniumGlissée soleplate

*Advanced steam system

*200g steam shot



RKW1410

/990955



ONLY £49.99



ONLY

£16.99

WEL0002

/990799



3 Tier Indoor Airer

*Folds flat for easy storage

*With locking mechanism

*Size: 138 x 63cm



LIMITED

STOCK!



ONLY

£19.99



ONLY

£29.99



ECOLINE

Ironing Board

*Adjusts to 8 heights

*Mesh top

*Size: 34 x 113cm

*Weight: 3.7kg



GLO0005

/992658
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Heated Clothes Dryer

*1200w motor *Uses a fraction of the

electricity needed to run a tumble dryer

*Safe &amp; suitable for all fabrics

*Reduces creases

*Can dry up to 12 clothes at a time

*Quiet motor &amp; no messy filters

*Easily packs away &amp; takes up little space

*No need for lengthy air extraction hose

*Max temperature: 65 degrees



£49.99

Traditional Pulley Set

*Ideal for hanging

laundry, pots &amp; pans

*Max length 6ft / 1.83m

(can be cut shorter)

*4.5m drying space



ONLY

£54.99

EGE0005

/992997



ADA

Ironing Board

*Adjusts from 67 - 93cm

*Mesh top

*Size: 38 x 120cm

*2 year guarantee



BBA0083

/994325



Ice Water Ironing Board

*Metal steam iron rest - foldable

&amp; adjustable for left &amp; right-handed use

*Mesh top *Adjusts to 7 heights

*Child lock *100% cotton cover

*Size: 124 x 38cm *Weight: 6.75kg

*10 year guarantee



Price Promise - We Won’t Be Beaten On Price!



RKW0491

/



RKW0490

/951230



ONLY



£59.99



£79.99



ONLY



RKW0410

/951181



£64.99



Powermax Pet Vacuum

Cleaner VRS1121

*900w &amp; cyclonic technology

*Large 3 litre capacity

*Adjustable height

*8m power cord

*Weight 5.7 kg

*Turbo tool attachment

tackles pet hair



Energise Pulse

Upright Vacuum

*Remove dust/dirt &amp; allergens

with ease &amp; efficiency

*Large 3 litre capacity

*8m power cord

*Weight: 6.8kg

*Includes 3-in-1 tool &amp; 

hard floor adaptor

*HEPA filter traps dust &amp; pollens

*Single cyclonic technology

*2 year guarantee



ONLY

£39.99



ONLY



Power 5 Bagless Cyclonic Cylinder Vacuum

*Lightweight 4.7kg, powerful vacuum cleaner with tools

to clean your whole home

*Cyclonic technology for powerful performance

*Large 2.5 litre capacity for less frequent emptying

*Combination floor head *1.5m hose

*Additional tools: crevice tool, telescopic extension hose,

upholstery tool, dusting brush *2 year guarantee

KCH0006/951175



1/2



PRICE

MRP £49



RKW0451

/951251



.99



ONLY £24.99



Easy Window Vac

*Can be used on all smooth surfaces

such as windows, tiles, mirrors, work

surfaces or shower screens

*Window cleaning is three times faster

than conventional methods *Rechargeable



BDP0044/600074



RKW0455/952311



SAVE

£50



SAVE

£60



ONLY £79.99



ONLY £39.99



MRP £129.99



18v Cordless Stick Vac

*The 2-in-1 lithium-ion cordless

vacuum cleaner makes light work

of floor &amp; surface cleaning

*The smart tech filter sensor

detects when the filter becomes

clogged &amp; needs to be cleaned

*The intelligent floor sensor

increases suction on deep pile

carpets &amp; switches to Eco mode

for lighter tasks

*The lightweight, removable

handheld vacuum with soft brush

accessory is ideal for cleaning

any surface



MRP £99.99



Steam Mop S2S-1

*Ideal for cleaning hard floors

or refreshing carpets

*1600w power *8m cord

*Heating time: 1 minute

*Steaming time: 10 minutes

*0.5 litre water tank



Hand Held Steam Cleaner P29002PU

*Hand-held steam cleaner *1000w

*Includes: soft brush &amp; scrubbing brush

*Window cleaning attachment *Funnel

*Flexible hose extension *3 year guarantee



ONLY

£29.99

UPG0320

/991129



Windows



Spills



Handheld



Cordless 4 in 1 Multifunctional

Wet &amp; Dry Vacuum Cleaner

*Window cleaner *Upright vacuum

*Spills vacuum *Handheld vacuum

*75w power *300ml water capacity



Visit our store or click &amp; collect at homehardwaredirect•
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1.9Ltr Casserole

Limited Stock



FROM

£29.99



BETTER THAN



1/2 PRICE!



20cm / 5Ltr

22cm / 6.5Ltr

24cm / 8.5Ltr

26cm / 10Ltr

28cm / 13Ltr



4.1Ltr Casserole



OUR

MRP PRICE

£64 £29.99

£74 £34.99

£86 £39.99

£96 £44.99

£110 £49.99



Stainless Steel Stock Pots

*Attractively finished in superior

quality polished stainless steel

*Suitable for all hob types

*Dishwasher safe

*25 year guarantee



HOR0155/990781-HOR0159/990785



SAVE £64 ONLY £25

SAVE £80 ONLY £29

MRP £90



.99



MRP £110



SAVE

£66



.99



MRP £96



LIMITED

STOCK!



ONLY £29.99



Easy Lift Casserole

*Super lightweight easy lift cast iron cookware for excellent heat retention

*Dishwasher safe *Suitable for all hobs including induction *Enamel coating



1/2



SAVE

£35

MRP £59



4.1Ltr Saute



HOR0054/990516

HOR0076/992560

HOR0077/992562



TEF0307/740040



PRICE

MRP £80



.99



ONLY £39.99



ONLY £24.99

RKW0780

/992189



SAVE

£124



HOR0119

/992563



MRP £184



ONLY £59.99



Aura 3 Piece Non-stick Pan Set

*Double sided straining lid *Easy grip handles

*Xylan 2 layer non-stick *Dishwasher safe

*Suitable for all conventional hob types

*Judge 25 year guarantee

RKW0888/990215



1/2



Selective 4 Piece Set

*14, 16 &amp; 18cm saucepans with glass lids &amp; 26cm frying pan with

Thermospot technology *Non-stick coating *Dishwasher safe

*Suitable for all hob types including induction



FROM

£14.99



Ceramic Frypans

*Extra tough ceramic coating heat resistant to 450ºc (840ºf)

*PFOA free for healthier

cooking

*Heat resistant handles

*Suitable for all hob types

including induction

*10 year guarantee

*28cm Fry Pan £14.99

*30cm Fry Pan £17.99



*PFOA FREE

For Healthier Cooking



Better Than



1/2



PRICE

MRP £19



PRICE

MRP £42



.99



ONLY £9.99



HOR0020/992417



NTC0003

/990426;

NTC0004

/990915



.99



SAVE

60%



OVER



3 Piece Pan Set

*3 piece saucepan set with 16,18 &amp; 20cm saucepans

*High quality stainless steel &amp; silicone handles *Oven safe

*Suitable for all hob types including induction *Dishwasher safe

*5 year guarantee



MRP £66



ONLY £24.99



LIMITED

STOCK!



Taurus 28cm Saute Pan

*Vented glass lid *Dishwasher safe

*Easy to clean *Teflon non-stick

*Suitable for conventional hob types

*25 year Judge guarantee



SAVE

£34

MRP £64



HOR0070

/990171



ONLY £29.99



ONLY £19.99

LEV0057

/992446



6 Piece Knife Set

*Durable stone coated stainless steel

knife blades *Includes gift box

*Not for sale to under 18’s
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LIMITED

STOCK!



6 Piece Knife Set with Blade Covers

*High quality stainless steel blade - stays sharp

*Protective blade covers *Dishwasher safe

*Not for sale to under 18’s



Sabatier 5 Piece Knife Block Set

*Stainless steel knives in wooden knife block

*Traditional black handles *Dishwasher safe

*Not for sale to under 18’s



Price Promise - We Won’t Be Beaten On Price!



SAVE

£75



ONLY

£12.99



HOR0196/992564



COR0200/890023



MRP £105



SAVE

60%

MRP £24.98



ONLY £29.99



ONLY £9.99



JWP0147/



LIMITED

STOCK!



Lincoln 32 Piece Cutlery Set

*8 x knives, forks, spoons &amp; tea spoons

*High quality stainless steel *Dishwasher safe

*25 year guarantee



MORE



FROM

£4.49



In Store



LIMITED

STOCK!



7 Piece Set

*Four sided lockable lid *100% airtight &amp; leak proof

*BPA free *Freezer, microwave &amp; dishwasher safe



ONLY

£10.99



RAY0205/992773-RAY0212/992789



Cook &amp; Freeze 2 Piece Set

*Thermal shock resistant

*Smart lid for fridge &amp; freezer storage

*Suitable for microwave &amp; dishwasher



ZOD0145

/992887



ULTRACOOK

2 Piece Roaster Set

*Lightweight glass roasters

*Dishwasher, freezer,

microwave &amp; oven safe



Classic Collection

*Fine quality oven to table stoneware for roasting, cooking &amp; serving food

*Durable &amp; resistant to breakage *Dishwasher, freezer &amp; oven safe



ONLY

£15.99



Rectangular Roasters From £4.49 21cm Oval Dish £4.49 28cm Oval Dish £7.99

22cm Gratin Dish £4.49 Set of 4 Ramekins £6.99 24cm Square Roaster £7.99



ONLY

£10.99



JWF0100

/991543



AST0009

/992129



Kitchen Dispenser

*For use with kitchen roll, foil, cling film etc

*Includes a practical top shelf to store spices

*Products not included



ONLY

£14.99



GRU0029/992936



ONLY

£19.99



ONLY

£6.99



ULTRACOOK

3 Piece Glass Casserole Set

*Glass casseroles with lids

*Dishwasher, freezer,

microwave &amp; oven safe



LIMITED

STOCK!



Enamel Bread Bin

*White bread bin with wooden lid

*Keeps bread products fresh

WHI0143/992097



SAVE

£80

MRP £119



.99



ONLY £39.99

42 Litre Square

Sensor Bin



*Sensor activates 15-20cm

away from bin

*Lid opens automatically

when sensor is activated

*Lid closes automatically

after 5 seconds of inactivity

*Contemporary design

*Robust brushed steel body

with black lid

*Non-skid base



LIMITED

STOCK!



RKW0527

/992317



Foldable Bamboo Cutting Board

*Folds in the centre to easily transfer

chopped food *Size: 38 x 21.6cm



ZOD0095

/



Adjustable Drawer Organiser

*This clever storage solution features

adjustable, expandable side compartments

*Fits a variety of drawer sizes

*Size 31cm closed &amp; 52cm when expanded



Visit our store or click &amp; collect at homehardwaredirect•
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MORE

In Store



LIMITED

STOCK!



Springform Cake Tin 20cm

Baking Tray 34.5 x 24.4cm

Square Deep Cake Tin 18cm

Loose Bottom Flan Tin 23cm



MRP



RAY0503

/992828RAY0507

/993841



GRANNIE’S JEELY BAG

*With traditional recipe on cloth

Nylon Jeely Bag £3.99

*Not shown

TLA0060/990651



£7.99



ACC0013/992734



FROM

£2.60



TLA0061

/990975



£8.99

£8.99

£9.49

£10.99

£10.49

£10.99



Clip Top Kilner Jars

*With airtight rubber

sealing rings

*Various sizes

ACC0121/994318



£8.99



£9.99



ACC0033/993026



£14.99



6 For £10



Screw Top Jam Jar

*1lb jam jar with screw top lid

*Jam not included

*6 for £10 or £1.99 each



ONLY

£19.99



Kitchen Scale

*Slim design for neat storage *Add &amp;

weigh for measuring multiple ingredients

*Aquatronic for measuring liquids

SWD0015

/992318



TLA0015/992187



Jam Thermometer

*Make sure your

jams reach the

correct temperature



.99



ONLY £9.99



TLA0069/992050-TLA0160/991705



£12.99



SAVE

30£14%



£6.99



1lb Loaf Pan

6 Cup Muffin Pan

12 Cup Mini Bun Tray



STU0001

/962716



SLT0002

/993025



OVER



Performance Bakeware

*Robust commercial weight steel

*Double layered, non-stick coating

*Fridge, freezer &amp; dishwasher safe

*10 year guarantee



ONLY

£34.99



Heavy Duty Griddle

*Silver anodised heavy duty griddle

*Perfect for making pancakes, drop

scones, crumpets &amp; more



ONLY

£29.99



NYC0068/951227



NYC0031

/951248



*A selection of Acctim clocks for every household *Batteries not included

*Aylesbury Silver Wall Clock *Evie Double Bell Alarm Clock

*Podium Cream Retro Alarm Clock

RCD0010/970650-RCD0012/970756



BT1100 Cordless Telephone

*Save up to 50 contacts

*Up to 300m range *Up to 12 hours talk

&amp; 120 hours standby time



BT3540 Cordless Telephone - Twin

*Save up to 50 contacts

*Up to 300m range *Up to 12 hours talk

&amp; 120 hours standby time



FROM

£29.99



Better Than



1/2



PRICE

WAS £259.

99



NOW £99.99

Highland Collection Dog Beds

*The bed has a non-slip base &amp; is machine washable *Rich chenille fabric &amp;

vibrant colours, complemented with a distinctive tartan print &amp; faux suede piping

Small (50 x 40cm) £29.99 Medium (60 x 50cm) £34.99

Large (75 x 60cm) £44.99
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Home Living

Table &amp; 4 Chairs

*Attractive table set ideal for the

kitchen or dining room

*Table size: 75 x 116 x 75cm



Price Promise - We Won’t Be Beaten On Price!



ZDR0004

/994390



ONLY

£4.99



£16.99



THE0080

/780016



THERMOS

THERMOcafeTM

*Foam insulated

travel mug with

drink-through lid



£7.99



THE0013

/992554



THERMOcafeTM

Food Flask

*Keeps food warm for up to

6 hours *Includes spoon

*0.5 litre capacity



HEN0415

/950071;

HEN0420

/951170



KON0002

/951004KON0007

/951008



FROM

£2.29



Moisture Traps

*Freshens air &amp; absorbs damp



UNIBOND

Aero 360º Pure De-humidifier

*Helps prevent condensation,

mould, mildew &amp; bad smells

*360º air circulation

*Ideal for rooms up to 20m2

*Pack of 2 refills

.99



£5



ARO0001

/950572



YXR0004/950332-YXR0007/950352;

SUR0002/951044



FROM

£4.99



£2.29

£4.99

£5.29



Mini - Absorbs over 100ml of moisture - lasts for 6 to 8 weeks

Streamline - Designed to fit window sills - absorbs up to 1000ml

Hanging De-humidifier - Ideal for wardrobes &amp; caravans

Refills: *Kontrol Krystals 500g £2.49 *2.5kg £6.29



£3.99



SUR0001

/950624



£9.99



HOT WATER BOTTLES

*Conform to British Standards

*Colours may vary



Single Rib Hot Water Bottle

Handle Hot Water Bottle

Luxury Fur Hot Water Bottle

Knitted Hot Water Bottle



SAVE

£20



Heated Throw

*5 variable heat settings

*Overheat protection

*120w *Machine washable

*8 hour timer *160 x 130cm



ONLY £39.99



Giraffe Microwave Wheat Bag

*Heat up in microwave - 1 min

*Lavender fragrance

*Size: 26.5 x 24cm



*Get 2 Years Extra Warranty

FREE: pifco-products.co.uk



RKW0108/950698



MRP £59.99



£4.99

£5.99

£9.99

£9.99



Tartan Heat Pack

*Soothing Aromatherapy heat pack

*Ideal for soothing aches &amp; pains

*Just pop in the microwave *Various tartans



FROM

£19.99



RKW0100/950496RKW0102/952330;

RKW0110/952332RKW0112/952334.



Under Blankets

*2 heat settings *Overheat protection

*Machine washable



£19.99

£24.99

£32.99



Single (150 x 70cm)

Double (150 x 122cm)

King Dual (160 x 150cm)



Fitted Under Blankets

*3 heat settings *Overheat protection

*Machine washable *60w



Single (193 x 91cm)

Double Dual (193 x 137cm)

King Dual (203 x 152cm)



LIMITED

STOCK!



JBL0020/950849;JBL0022/950851



Buy 5 Bags of Logs &amp; Get 6th FREE!



JBL0025/950852



Traditional Logs (9kg approx)

Kiln Dried Logs (10kg approx)

Kiln Dried Logs (25kg approx)

Traditional House Coal (10kg)

Traditional House Coal (20kg)

Brazier Smokeless Fuel (10kg)

Kindling Sticks (3.3kg approx)

Firelog (1kg)

Zip Firelighters FROM

Peat Briquettes

Olive Briquettes 10kg



REC0021/360046 RYL0011/950731



RYL0017/950538



£29.99

£39.99

£49.99



RYL0025/952461



BNM0040/950203



Offer applies to 9

&amp;10kg bags only



£3.99 Buy 5 Bags - Get 6th Bag Traditional Logs FREE!

£5.99 Buy 5 Bags - Get 6th Bag Kiln Dried Logs FREE!

£12.99

£2.99

£5.89

£4.99

£3.49

£2.49

£1.79

£6.49

£6.99



JBL0020/950849;JBL0060/951071



GSF0001/951326;GSF0010/951393;

FER0013/951442;JBL050/951069;JBL0055/951070



Visit our store or click &amp; collect at homehardwaredirect•
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